Curriculum: Core Subjects
ECHS Course
English

Grade 9
English 9

Grade 10
English 10
College English
Com 101

Grade 12
College English Comp
101
College English Comp
102

Economics

Grade 11
English 11
College English
Comp 101
College English
Comp 102
Algebra Ii
Trigonometry
Intro to College
Algebra
College Algebra
College Statistics
College Finite Math
College Linear Math
College Calculus I
College Calculus II
U.S. History

Math

Pre-Algebra
Algebra
Geometry
Algebra II

Geometry
Algebra II
Trigonometry
Intro to College
Algebra
College Algebra

Social Studies

Civics/Geography

Science

Personal Finance
Earth/Physical
Science

Biology

College Sciences

DSU Program of Study

Algebra Ii
Trigonometry
Intro to College
Algebra
College Algebra
College Statistics
College Finite Math
College Linear Math
College Calculus I
College Calculus II
DSU Program of Study

DSU Program of Study is used to determine
further college courses
Project Based Learning
ECHS is a Project-Based Learning school. According to the Buck Institute, Project Based Learning is a teaching method in which
students gain knowledge and skills by working for an extended period of time to investigate and respond to an authentic, engaging and
complex question, problem, or challenge. In Gold Standard PBL, projects are focused on student learning goals and include Essential
Project Design Elements:
• Key Knowledge, Understanding, and Success Skills - The project is focused on student learning goals, including standards-based
content and skills such as critical thinking/problem solving, communication, collaboration, and self-management.
• Challenging Problem or Question - The project is framed by a meaningful problem to solve or a question to answer, at the
appropriate level of challenge.
• Sustained Inquiry - Students engage in a rigorous, extended process of asking questions, finding resources, and applying
information.
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• Authenticity - The project features real-world context, tasks and tools, quality standards, or impact – or speaks to students’ personal
concerns, interests, and issues in their lives.
• Student Voice & Choice - Students make some decisions about the project, including how they work and what they create.
• Reflection - Students and teachers reflect on learning, the effectiveness of their inquiry and project activities, the quality of student
work, obstacles and how to overcome them.
• Critique & Revision - Students give, receive, and use feedback to improve their process and products.
• Public Product - Students make their project work public by explaining, displaying and/or presenting it to people beyond the
classroom.
ECHS is fortunate to have a teacher who is a national trainer for the Buck Institute and in exchange for provided researched-based
professional development tailored to the ECHS staff, she is permitted to attend Buck Institute trainings two times per year.
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Social Studies Courses
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ECHS Civics and Geography
Course Description
Civics directly addresses citizenship education within the context of political systems. Students study the
assumptions upon which governments are founded, and the organizations and strategies governments employ to
achieve their goals. With specific respect to the United States, students learn the underlying principles of
representative democracy, the constitutional separation of powers, and the rule of law. They need to
comprehend that an essential premise of representative democracy is the willingness of citizens to place a high
premium on their own personal responsibility for participation in social decision-making. Students develop the
skills which citizens must possess in order to discharge those responsibilities while protecting their rights and
the rights of others. The study of civics prepares students to translate their beliefs into actions and their ideas
into policies.
Geography is about the earth we inhabit, what we do with it, and consequences of those decisions. It allows us
to understand how human society has arranged itself over the earth’s surface, and an enduring theme of
geographical understanding is the different ways human cultures have responded to, and changed, the physical
environment.
Grading Policy
Class assignments will be grouped into two categories; formative and summative. A brief explanation is below.
Assignment Type
Formative

Purpose
Examples
These assessments are done while
Homework
learning is occurring and are used to Classwork
monitor progress/identify any
misconceptions. Their purpose is to
help learning proceed.
Summative
These assessments are done after the Tests
learning process has been completed. Quizzes
They are used to assess/verify that
Projects
the desired learning has occurred.
Summative assessments such as tests, projects, and quizzes will be weighted at 60% of a student’s grade.
Formative assignments such as homework and classwork will be weighted at 40% of a student’s grade.
Late Work and Missing Assignments (formative and summative)
1. Students will be given 3 days from the due date to turn in a late assignment. Assignments turned in late
will have a maximum score of 50%.
2. After the 3 day grace period, any work not turned in will result in a grade of zero and may not be turned
in for a grade.
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3. After a student has accumulated 3 zeros, Mr. Testa will contact the student’s parents.

Attendance Policy
Attendance will be taken in every class session. Students should consult the Attendance Policy in the
Student/Parent Handbook for further information on attendance policies and requirements. Attendance is crucial
to student grades. If you are not in class, you will be behind. It is the student’s responsibility to obtain makeup work and any notes from missed classes. These materials will be posted on Schoology.
Necessary Materials
Due to the use of our ECHS laptops and Schoology in our class, students only need:
1. A spiral notebook (not a marble composition book, you will need to tear pages out)
2. A writing utensils (Always…every day, come with something to write with)
3. Your ECHS laptop
4. A folder (it only needs to have two pockets, the “clips” in the center are not necessary)
Textbook
Students will not be issued individual text books. When needed, all classes will use a class set of textbooks that
will be left in the classroom. Mr. Testa will be designing original lessons that do not rely on the textbook for
student learning.
Class Topics and Pacing
Our class is actually two courses in one. We will begin with civics and then, upon completion of that material,
move into geography. There will be six total units during the semester and they are tentatively scheduled as
follows:
Civics
Unit Title
Approx. Length
Topics
Unit 1: Government
3 weeks
Structure of US government,
comparison to other government
systems around the world.
Unit 2: Politics
3 weeks
Roles of political parties, checks and
balances, principles of American
democracy
Unit 3: Citizenship &
3 weeks
Rights and responsibilities of US
Participation
citizenship, effective participation in
US democracy
Geography
Unit Title
Approx. Length
Sample Topics
Unit 1: Places and Cultures 3 weeks
What makes a place unique, elements
of culture to describe a place and the
people who live there.
Unit 2: Regions
3 weeks
Types of regions around the globe,
connections between regions
Unit 3: Human Interaction
with the Environment
Classroom Procedures
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3 weeks

Ways in which humans respond to and
change their environments and the
consequences of doing so

“20 Minute Rule”: Students may not leave the class for any reason during the first and last twenty minutes of
each class session without a pass from another teacher or administrator. There will be ample opportunity to use
the restroom during class. The first and last 20 minutes are vital as these are often the introduction and
conclusion of the lesson.
“Can I go to the bathroom?”: If you need to use the restroom, raise your hand and wait to be recognized. Ask
permission when you are called on and you will receive the bathroom pass. Sign out and take the pass with you
and report to Dr. Edney’s office. One of the administrators will then give you a pass to the restroom. Leave the
classroom pass in the office. After using the restroom, return to Dr. Edney’s office, retrieve the classroom pass,
and return to class. When you come back return to your seat quickly. Students may go the restroom one at a
time. No student may go more than once in any class period.
“I need to sharpen my pencil!”: Our classroom will have a pencil sharpener for student use. If you need to
sharpen your pencil simply raise your hand and ask permission. Students are encouraged to have personal pencil
sharpeners, or to use mechanical pencils or pens that do not require sharpening. Mr. Testa does not have extra
leads for mechanical pencils and will not distribute extra pencils. Come prepared.
“Can you take out the trash?”: Please throw trash away at the end of the period. Repeated trips to the trash can
become a distraction and keep your focus off topic. Please know that shooting trash into the trash can like a
basketball is strictly prohibited and will lead to disciplinary action on the first infraction. There will be times
when we will throw paper in class. This is not one of them.
“I’ll call you later!”: Students are not permitted to use cell phones during class, this includes texting, taking
pictures, and whatever else your phone can do, without Mr. Testa’s permission. Charging your phone in class is
not allowed. If your phone rings during class, if you are texting, or if you have your phone out for any reason
without expressed permission, Mr. Testa will take your phone and return it to you at the end of class. No
exceptions. You will not see or hear my phone in class, so I expect to not see or hear yours.
“Can I wear this?”: The school dress code applies in Mr. Testa’s class. It will be enforced. If you are unclear
about the dress code guidelines check with Dr. Edney, Ms. McCants, or Mr. Yancy.
“I’m hungry!”: No food or drink is permitted in class except clear water. Yes, I’m serious. No, I’m not
kidding.
Student and Parent/Guardian Signatures:
Student:
I have read the course syllabus for Mr. Testa’s class and agree to abide by the rules, policies, and procedures.
Print Name: _________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________
Parent/Guardian:
Print Name: _________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________
Disclaimer:
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The current political landscape in our country provides a great deal of material relevant to our study of the US
government. It is Mr. Testa’s intention to focus the civics portion of this course on the study of the government,
its components, how it functions, and to provide students with knowledge of their rights and responsibilities as
citizens. Any discussion of current events and various viewpoints will be conducted fairly and all views will be
given equal standing.

Personal Finance

Mrs. Sara Gildon
sara.gildon@echs.k12.de.us
(302)678-ECHS (3247)
*Best mode of contact is e-mail.

Course Overview:
By the end of the semester, a class of financially literate students who will be financially secure today and in the future. They will have knowledge,
skills, and confidence to take charge of their financial future. Students will increase their understanding of personal finance concepts and be

able to apply them. Students will develop critical thinking skills with respect to financial planning concepts. Students will have the
knowledge to become financially responsible adults who save regularly and use credit wisely.

Work Completion Policy:
Make-up Work:
 Upon returning from an absence, the student needs to pick up any missed assignments from the absent student folder.
 The assignments are due the next class, except in the case of consecutive absences.
 Students are expected to check the on-line portal while absent.
 However, previously assigned work with stated due dates are due immediately upon the students return.
Homework/Assignments:
 Expect to have homework every class.
 Email me if you have questions on your work, do not wait until the next day.
Writing Assignments:
 Are to be typed using Times New Roman, 12pt. font, 1” margins, double-spaced and in black ink.
Late Work:
 Late work and excuses are unacceptable. Take pride in your work. Late assignments will only be worth 50% credit, and only
available for five days following the initial due date.
Extra Credit:
 Extra Credit does not exist.

Grading:
Classwork 30%
Homework 20% (Includes weekly grade checks with parent/guardian signature)
Assessments (Projects, Tests & Quizzes) 30%
Portfolio Project 20%
*Final grades are based on two marking periods equally to 40% each and a final exam worth 20% of the entire semester grade.

Materials Needed:
Computer (Need every day)
USB (Must save all work from class on it)
Earbuds/Headphones (Lectures and Video’s viewed in class)
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Calculator (any model will do) (Cellphones do not count.)
Folder (Two Pocket folder)*Most items will be stored electronically in Schoology
Paper

Technology Component:
Students will use Schoology to turn in the majority of their assignments as well as store resources. Lectures will be stored in
Schoology as well. This is a Flipped and Project Based Learning Environment, thus students who do not have access to the internet
will need to download their homework before they leave the school building. Students also need to use their USB to back-up their
work that they complete on their computer. “I cannot find it on my computer” or “I must have deleted it,” will not be acceptable
reasons for your student to not submit or late submit an assignment. If your student does not have internet access at home, then they
need to make arrangements to go to the public library or some other trusted location to ensure that they meet their deadlines. It is
about taking ownership in their learning and responsibility.

Remind 101 Sign Up:
Remind 101 is a system of communication where important information and reminds are forwarded via text message. Parents and
students should sign up. It increases communication in reference to a specific class and assignments.

81010

@echsp
f

To
Message

Disclaimer: No one is permitted to use scented lotions, colognes or perfumes while in this classroom. If a
student already has them on this is fine, they cannot reapply them in the classroom.

Concepts to be covered:
Goals & Decision Making
Careers & Planning
Banking
Saving & Investing
Budgeting
Housing
Transportation
Credit
Risk Protection

After reading the above syllabus please sign and return to Mrs. Gildon. The Syllabus will be available
electronically on Schoology.

________________________

__________________________

_____

Student Name (Printed)

Student Signature

Date

________________________

__________________________

_____

Parent/Guardian Name (Printed)

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

*Parents/Guardians include your e-mail address:
_________________________________________________________________
Personal Finance Important Class Dates:
Parents/Guardians please retain this for your knowledge. Students have access to the list electronically in
Schoology.
August:



28th: First Day of Class, Pre-Test
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29th: Oh, the Places You'll Go! Project Launch

September:
 4th: No School
 13th-14th: Oh, the Places You’ll Go! Project Work Days
 15th: Oh, the Places You'll Go! Presentation Day
 18th: Oh, the Places You'll Go! Assessment, Rocket's Big Plan Project Launch
 20th: Marking Period One Progress Report and College Readiness Cut-Off, Parent Night (6pm)
 27th: Marking Period One Progress Reports and College Readiness Rubrics Distributed
October:







13th, 16th, 17th: Rocket's Big Plan Project Work Day
18TH: Rocket's Big Plan Project Presentation Day, Marking Period One Report Card and College Readiness Cut-Off
19th: Rocket's Big Plan Assessment, Marking Period Two Begins
23rd: A Penny, a Dollar, How Much and How Many? Project Launch
25th: Marking Period One Report Cards and College Readiness Rubrics Distributed

November:
 15th: Marking Period Two Progress Report and College Readiness Cut-Off
 16th & 17th: A Penny, a Dollar, How Much and How Many? Project Work Day
 20th: A Penny, a Dollar, How Much and How Many? Project Presentations
 21st: A Penny, a Dollar, How Much and How Many? Assessment, Wheels and Windows Project Launch
 22nd: Marking Period Two Progress Reports and College Readiness Rubrics Distributed
 23rd & 24th: No School
December:
 7th & 8th: Wheels and Windows Project Work Day
 11th: Wheels and Windows Presentations
 12th Study Guide Work Day
 13th: Formal Exam Review Day
 14th: Exam Game Review Day, PORTFOLIO's DUE, Marking Period Two Cut-Off
 15th: Block 1 & 2 Final Exams (1/2 day)
 16th: Block 3 & 4 Final Exams (1/2 day)

*Dates are subject to change at the educator's discretion.
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Social Studies Standards measured in the
U.S. History Course

U.S. History 1850 – 1990: Syllabus
Mr. Grimm

Civics 2a

Civics 2b

Economics 1a

Economics 2a

Geography 1a

Geography 3a

The 11th grade course in the Social Studies Recommended Curriculum has a
History 1a
broad chronological scope. Instruction in American history uses Delaware and
History 2b
the United States as a context. Since civics, geography, and economics
instruction is expected during this grade, the historical timeframe in which
instruction takes place must have a wide range. Students will develop skills of
historical inquiry, such as reconciling conflicting claims and evaluating the reliability of narrative accounts.

History 2a
History 3a

A student should know historical chronology in such a way as to be able to situate people, laws, and events in appropriate
timeframes. For example, from 1850 to 1990, there was a Civil War, Reconstruction in the South, the settlement of the West, the rise
of industrialization and urbanization, a labor movement, overseas expansion, the rise of segregation, two world wars, a Cold War, the
rise of the Third World, the end of colonialism, a Great Depression, the expansion of civil liberties, conflict in Korea and Vietnam,
economic uncertainty, increasing technological change, globalization. A student should be able to sequence all of these major trends
and events within the 1850-1990 timeframe. An organized mental framework of events, people, trends, and other historical phenomena
is essential to understanding, evaluating, and constructing historical interpretations.
Work Completion Policy:
Make-up Work:
 Upon returning from an absence, the student needs to pick up any missed assignments from the basket.
 The assignments are due the next class, except in the case of consecutive absences.
 However, previously assigned work with stated due dates are due immediately upon the students return.
Homework/Assignments:
 Email me if you have questions on your work, do not wait until the next day.
Writing Assignments:
 Are to be typed using Times New Roman, 12pt. font, 1” margins, double-spaced and in black ink.
Late Work:
 Late work and excuses are unacceptable. Take pride in your work. Late assignments will only be worth 50% credit, and only
available for submission for a short limited time.
Contact Information:
Email: Robert.Grimm@echs.k12.de.us
Remind: Section 1: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @echsus1
Section 2: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @echsus2
Week 1
Introduction
How to Think Historically Students recognize skills of historical inquiry that are used regularly, such as reconciling conflicting
claims and evaluating the reliability of narrative accounts.
Weeks 1-3
Civil War and Reconstruction (1850 – 1877)
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Reconstruction brought important changes including an end to slavery, enfranchisement and greater autonomy for freedmen.
However, political and economic inequality remained a fact of life for African Americans, particularly after the withdrawal of
federal troops from the South.



Interpretations of Reconstruction range from highly critical to a recognition of its significant achievements. There is general
agreement that Reconstruction was a period of remarkable effort undermined by white Southerners and a disinterested
Northern electorate. Legal, political and economic opportunities would be delayed for another century.
Weeks 4-5
Industrialization and Urbanization (1880 – 1920)


The U.S. underwent a massive transformation in the closing decades of the 19 th century that involved the maturation of its
industrial economy, intense labor conflict, and increasing immigration and urbanization.



Urban populations grew rapidly, offering economic opportunities and improving living conditions. As cities grew, they rose
in the hierarchy. Many cities showed unplanned patterns of growth.



Innovations in technology in transportation, communication, agriculture and manufacturing led to increases in the standard of
living. Immigration changed the demographics of the United States.



The collective bargaining process and evolution of unions and organized labor improved standards of living, wages, and
working conditions.
Weeks 6-7
Progressivism (1890 – 1920)
 The Progressive era witnessed significant changes including the births of the modern business corporation, modern politics,
the modern presidency, a modern vision of the international order, and modern consumer capitalism.
 Progressives influence legislation and constitutional amendments, while political parties take progressive ideas. Progressivism
was a response to problems of industrialization and urbanization.
 Historians have disagreed over whether progressivism was a large scale “movement,” who was behind it, and why.
Weeks 8-9
American Overseas Expansion
(1890 – 1920)
 The United States territorial expansion overseas at the turn of the 20 th century signaled the rise of the United States as a world
power.
 Americans had opposing viewpoints and motives for engaging in expansion overseas. Others refer to the expansion as justified
by economic, political, ideological, and military necessity).
 Historians have debated whether the transition from continental based expansion to overseas expansion marked a departure
from or continuation of U.S. policy.
Weeks 10-11
The Great Depression and the New Deal
(1929 – 1940)
 Increasing technological change, an economic depression, and an environmental disaster caused major demographic shifts.
These shifts altered population patterns and impacted people’s standard of living.
 The Great Depression and New Deal redefined the role of government and produced legislation that reshaped the modern U.S.
economy.
Weeks 12-14
Entry into the Second World War
(1941-1946)
 The U.S. emerged from its defense of democracy in the Second World War as a world superpower.
 While the U.S. defended democratic principles abroad, it continued to deny some at home. U.S. entry into the Second World
War caused changes in the labor force, the roles of women, and African Americans in the military.
 Goods and services were rationed, while the U.S. government worked to persuade Americans to help in the war effort.
Weeks 15
Cold War and Containment
(1945 – 1970)
 American foreign policy targets communism, leading to conflict in Korea and Vietnam.
 The alliance between the U.S. and Soviet Union during the Second World War dissolved in the face of competing visions for
the postwar world. Hostilities between the superpowers continued for nearly half a century.
 Historians have debated whether one side was to blame for the Cold War, or it was the inevitable result of tensions between
the world’s two most powerful nations.
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Weeks 16-17
Expansion of Civil Liberties
(1950 - 1970)
 Approaches to ending racial segregation include legislation, reform movements, non-violence and violence. These approaches,
and judicial reinterpretations of amendments, contributed to significant gains for minorities during the Civil Rights era. But
the goal of full equality remains unfulfilled.
 Historians disagree about when the Civil Rights Movement started, the emphasis placed on Civil Rights leaders, and the
centrality of nonviolent protest in affecting change.
Weeks 18
Building Contemporary America
(1960 – 1990)
 Historical Research: Complete a National History Day project.
 Demographic changes include new urban patterns (suburbs, cities); new population patterns that result from technology and
economic change; and increasing connections in transportation and communication.
 The powers of the Presidency have changed over time, increasing the use of executive orders and direct intervention without
consent of Congress.
 The U.S. continues to face international dangers in the modern era but terrorism has replaced communism as the dominant
threat.
 The globalization of business, the change from a manufacturing economy to a services economy, and a revolution in
information technologies have given birth to a new economy that present opportunities and challenges for the U.S. economy.
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Mathematics Courses
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Algebra 1: Syllabus
This is the first of two courses that comprise Basic Algebra 1. This course teaches the topics of algebra from a problemsolving approach. The student will explore the properties of real numbers, rational and irrational numbers, inequalities,
ratios, and proportions. Then, the student will define and solve problems
involving slope and y-intercept. The student will be introduced to the
coordinate plane and use this knowledge to graph linear equations and
Math Standards measured in the
inequalities.
Algebra 1
Creating Equations 1

A major goal of this course is to provide a learning environment that will
allow the student to see applications of mathematics to practical
problems. Activities in this course will involve the use of calculators or
computers, physical and pictorial models, drawing aids, and other
equipment.

Reasoning with Equations and
Inequalities 3 and 6
Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential
Models 1 and 3
Recursive Formulas 3

Work Completion Policy:
Make-up Work:
 Upon returning from an absence, the student needs to check Schoology for any missing assignments.
 The assignments are due the next class, except in the case of consecutive absences.
 However, previously assigned work with stated due dates are due immediately upon the students return.
Homework/Assignments:
 Email me if you have questions on your work, do not wait until the next day.
Writing Assignments:
 Are to be typed using Times New Roman, 12pt. font, 1” margins, double-spaced and in black ink.
Late Work:
 Late work and excuses are unacceptable. Take pride in your work. Late assignments will only be worth 50%
credit, and only available for submission for a short limited time.
Contact Information:
Email: charlotte.jordan@echs.k12.de.us
Remind: Period 1: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @echsalgpd1
Period 2: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @echsalgpd2
Period 4: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @echsalgpd4

Expectations:
P – positive attitude – Make sure that your constructive feedback is positive and adds value.
R – respect – Treat others the way you would like to be treated
I – integrity – Be proud of, show, and own your own work
D – determination – Complete all assignments to the best of your ability and on time
E – excellence – Strive to be the best you can be

Electronics:
1. Cell phones are to be put away and not seen or heard. This is the one and only warning!
2. Computers are to be put away and not seen.
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i. Homework will be assigned will be on Schoology
ii. Students will need to do at home.

Supplies:








Calculator (TI-83 or TI-84)
Pencils
Graphing composition book
1 in binder
Looseleaf paper
Glue Sticks
Colored Pencils

Unit 1 – Foundations for Algebra (Week 1-2)
Unit 2 – Solving Equations (Week 3-5)
Unit 3 – Solving Inequalities (Week 5-7)
Unit 4 – Linear Functions (Week 7-9)
Unit 5 – Systems of Equations and Inequalities (Week 8-11)
Unit 6 – Exponents and Exponential Functions (Week 12-14)
Unit 7 – Polynomials and Factoring (Week 15-17)
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Geometry: Syllabus
Course Overview
Geometry is a branch of mathematics that uses logic and
Mathematical Standards measured in the
formal thinking to establish mathematical relationships
Geometry Course
between points, lines, surfaces, and solids. In this course,
you will explore rigid and non-rigid transformations of
Similarity, Right
Congruence
G-CO
Triangles, &
figures in the coordinate plane and use them to establish
Trigonometry G-SRT
congruence and similarity of triangles and other shapes.
You will also prove theorems about lines, angles, triangles,
Expressing Geometric
and parallelograms, and build geometric constructions
Circles G-C
Properties with
Equations
G-GPE
using both basic tools and modern technology. You will
apply your knowledge of triangles as you investigate the
Geometric
Modeling with
mathematics of trigonometry. You will review the volume
Measurement and
Geometry G-MG
Dimension G-GMD
formulas for some common solid figures as you extend your
knowledge of two-dimensional shapes to three-dimensional
shapes. You will also transition from primarily Euclidean
geometry to analytical geometry—a segment of geometry focused on numerical measurements and coordinate
algebra. You will use analytical geometry and observations to investigate the properties of circles and
constructions related to circles. In conclusion, this course closes with a study of independent and conditional
probability and how you can use probability models to represent situations arising in everyday life.
Course Goals
By the end of this course, you will be able to do the following:
Experiment with transformations in the coordinate plane.
Understand congruence in terms of rigid motions.
Prove geometric theorems.
Make geometric constructions.
Understand similarity in terms of similarity transformations.
Prove theorems involving similarity.
Define trigonometric ratios and solve problems involving right triangles.
Apply trigonometry to general triangles.
Explain volume formulas and use them to solve problems.
Visualize relationships between two-dimensional and three-dimensional objects.
Translate between the geometric description and the equation for a conic section.
Use coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems algebraically.
Understand and apply theorems about circles.
Find arc lengths and areas of sectors of circles.
Apply geometric concepts in modeling situations.
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Understand independence and conditional probability and use them to interpret data.
Use the rules of probability to compute probabilities of compound events in a uniform probability model.
Use probability to evaluate outcome of decisions.
Grading Policy
Class assignments will be grouped into two categories; formative and summative. A brief explanation is below.
Assignment Type
Purpose
Examples
Formative
These assessments are done while learning is
Homework
occurring and are used to monitor progress and
Classwork
identify any misconceptions. Their purpose is to
help learning proceed.
Summative
These assessments are done after the learning
Exams
process has been completed. They are used to
Quizzes
assess and verify that the desired learning has
Projects
occurred.
30% - Classwork, homework (formative)
70% - Tests, Projects/Presentations, Quizzes (summative)
Summative grade corrections may be done if your grade is below 75%. Corrections must be done on a separate
sheet of paper. In order to receive the maximum points, the entire question must be written out, include the
correct answer with all work shown and have a written explanation why the original response was incorrect. If
the corrections are done, your grade will raised to 75% - so failure is not an option!
The ECHS grading scale is:
93-100 A, 85-92 B, 77-84 C, 70-76 D, 69 or below F.
Work Completion Policy:
Make-up Work:
 Upon returning from an absence, the student needs to check Schoology for any missed assignments.


The assignments are due the next class except in the case of consecutive absences and should be placed
in the bin labeled “late assignments/missed assignments”.



However, previously assigned work with stated due dates are due immediately upon the students return.



Missed tests must be made up before or after school, or during lunch. Not during class time.

Late Work:
 Late work and excuses are unacceptable. Take pride in your work.


Late assignments will only be worth 50% credit and should be placed in the basket labeled “late
assignments/missed assignments”.



There is a 3 day grace period to turn in work or it will result in a grade of zero.

Homework/Assignments:
 Email me if you have questions on your work. Do not wait until the next day.
Writing Assignments:
 Writing assignments are to be typed using Times New Roman, 12pt. font, 1” margins, double spaced,
and in black ink.
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All work, with the exception of writing assignments, should be completed in pencil. Work not done in pencil
will not be accepted.
Attendance Policy
Attendance will be taken in every class session. Students should consult the Attendance Policy in the
Student/Parent Handbook for further information on attendance policies and requirements. Attendance is crucial
to student grades. If you are not in class, you will be behind. It is the student’s responsibility to obtain makeup work and any notes from missed classes. These materials will be posted on Schoology.
Tardiness is unacceptable. Students have 5 minutes to transfer between classes.
Student is tardy if not in classroom by the time I close the door.
Expectations
P – Positive attitude: approach situations with optimism and confidence
R – Respect: treat others the way you would like to be treated
I – Integrity: act according to the values, beliefs and principles you claim to hold
D – Determination: power or ability to make decisions for oneself without influence from other sources
E – Excellence: going above and beyond ordinary standards in your daily actions
Classroom Procedures
“Bell Work”: Students should commence to doing bell work once they enter the classroom. Bell work will last
5-7 minutes and collected thereafter. Work will be counted as a formative assessment. Students who are tardy to
class will not get the opportunity to complete work. There will be no make-ups for bell work.
“15 Minute Rule”: Students may not leave the class for any reason during the first and last fifteen minutes of
each class session. There will be ample opportunity to use the restroom during class. The first and last 15
minutes are vital as these are often the introduction and conclusion of the lesson.
“Can I go to the bathroom?”: If you need to use the restroom, raise your hand and wait to be recognized. Ask
permission when you are called on and you will prompted to sign the restroom sign out/in sheet. Students may
go the restroom one at a time. No student may go more than once in any class period.
“I need to sharpen my pencil!”: Our classroom will have a pencil sharpener for student use. If you need to
sharpen your pencil simply raise your hand and ask permission.
“Can you take out the trash?”: Please throw trash away at the end of the period. Repeated trips to the trash can
become a distraction and keep your focus off topic.
“I’ll call you later!”: Cell phone use is prohibited. Cell phones should be off and out of
sight. First occurrence will result in a verbal warning. Second occurrence will result in
phone being taken until the end of class followed up with contacting parent/guardian.
Third offence will result in phone being taken and parent/guardian having to retrieve the
phone.
“Can I wear this?”: The school dress code applies in the classroom. It will be enforced. If you are unclear
about the dress code guidelines check with Mrs. McCants.
“I’m hungry!”: No food or drink is permitted in class except clear water.
Contact Information:
Email: Kenneth.Elston@echs.k12.de.us
Remind: Period 2 - Enter this number 81010, Text this message @dsugeompd2
Period 3 - Enter this number 81010, Text this message @dsugeompd3
Period 4 - Enter this number 81010, Text this message @dsugeompd4
Week 1
Chapter 1 – Tools of Geometry
Building blocks of geometry; Attributes of segments and angles.
Weeks 2-3
Chapter 2 – Reasoning and Proof
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Making conjectures and prove that it’s true.
Weeks 3-4
Chapter 3 – Parallel and Perpendicular Lines
Prove two lines are parallel; Sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle; Write an equation of a line in the
coordinate plane.
Weeks 4-5
Chapter 4 – Congruent Triangles
Identify corresponding parts of congruent triangles; Show that two triangles are congruent; Determine whether a
triangle is isosceles or equilateral.
Weeks 6-7
Chapter 5 – Relationships within Triangles
Use coordinate geometry to find relationships within triangles; Solve problems involving measurements of
triangles; *Write indirect proofs
Weeks 7-9
Chapter 6 – Polygons and Quadrilaterals
Find the sum of the measures of polygon angles; Classify quadrilaterals; Use coordinate geometry to prove
general relationships.
Weeks 9-10
Chapter 7 – Ratios and Proportions
Use proportions to find side lengths of polygons; Show two triangles are similar; Identify corresponding parts of
similar triangles.
Weeks 10-11
Chapter 8 – Right Triangles and Trigonometry
Find side length or angle measure in a right triangle; Relating trigonometric ratios to similar right triangles.
Weeks 11-12
Chapter 9 - Transformations
Change a figure’s position without changing its size and shape; Change a figure’s size without changing its
shape; Represent a transformation in a coordinate plane; Recognize congruence and similarity in figures.
Weeks 12-13
Chapter 10 - Area
Find area of a polygon or find the circumference and area of a circle; Compare perimeters and areas of similar
polygons.

Weeks 14-15
Chapter 11 – Surface Area and Volume
Determine the intersection of a solid and a plane; Find the surface area and volume of a solid; Compare surface
areas and volumes of solids.
Weeks 15-16
Chapter 12 – Circles
Prove relationships between angles and arcs in a circle; Find measures of resulting angles, arcs, and segments
when lines intersect a circle or within a circle; Find the equation of a circle in the coordinate plane.
Weeks 16-17
Chapter 13 – Probability
Difference between experimental probability and theoretical probability; Frequency tables; Random events
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------After reading the above syllabus please sign and return this portion to Mr. Elston. The Syllabus will be
available electronically on Schoology.
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________________________
Student Name (Printed)

__________________________
Student Signature

________________________
Parent/Guardian Name (Printed)

__________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

__________
Date
__________
Date

*Parents/Guardians include your e-mail address:
__________________________________________________________________________
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Algebra 2 Syllabus
This courses teaches the topics of advanced algebra from a
problem-solving approach. The student will explore the structure
of expressions, interpreting and building functions. Students will
be connecting these skills to real world applications through
projects.

Mathematical Standards measured in the
Algebra 2
Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them.

Work Completion Policy:
Attend to precision.
Make-up Work:
Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
 Student should check Schoology for any missing work.
Construct viable arguments.
 The assignments are due the next class, except in the case
Model with mathematics
of consecutive absences.
Use appropriate tools
 However, previously assigned work with stated due dates
Look for and make sense of structure
are due immediately upon the students return.
Look for and express regularity
Homework/Project Policy
 Doing homework regularly and on-time is integral to our
success in the classroom!
 Homework will be assigned nightly, there will be a reflection to do along with the homework.
 You may be requested to present the work in the class.
 Whether or not the homework is collected is at my discretion.
 Homework will be assessed according to your work and discussion.

Late Work:


Late work and excuses are unacceptable. Take pride in your work. Late assignments will only be worth 50%
credit, and only available for submission for a short limited time.

Class Routine:
 Mathematical Discourse: We will focus on different talk moves and learn how to discuss mathematics in a positive
and safe environment. We will learn how to learn from our peers through patterns and processes. This will
strengthen our Mathematical comprehension and communication skills.
 Independent Practice: You will be working alone. Your task will be to completely focus on the areas you are
weak. You will learn about your weakness in a reflective and self-paced process.
 Workshop: I will be grouping you based on the skills and topics you need to work on. This will involve working
with others to strengthen your Mathematical knowledge through practice and presentation.

Classroom Expectations: (Student Generated)








Stay on task
Come into class quietly
One mic, one voice
Be on time
Come prepared
Do your own work
Be respectful
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Be involved
Turn off phones
Raise your hand to answer

Materials:
 1in Binder
 Calculator (TI 83 or TI 84)
 Looseleaf paper
 Graph paper
 Pencils
 Dry Erase markers
 Colored pencils
Grading Policy:
A:
B:
C:
D:
F:

93 – 100
85 – 92
78 – 84
70 – 77
69 and below

Howework/Classwork: 15%/10%
Projects: 25%
Tests: 30%
Quizzes: 20%
Final Exam: 20%

Pacing Guide of Topics: (Times are estimated)
Expressions, Equations, and Inequalities: 1 to 2 Weeks
Functions, Equations, and Graphs: 1 to 2 Weeks
Quadratic Functions and Equations: 2 to 3 weeks
Polynomials and Polynomial Functions: 2 to 3 weeks
Radicals functions and Rational Exponents: 2 to 3 weeks
Exponential and Logarithmic Functions: 2 to 3 weeks
Rational Functions: 1 to 2 weeks
Contact Information:
Email: charles.welsh@echs.k12.de.us
Remind: Period 3: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @4dfc9f
Period 4: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @2hfh8c
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SAT Prep Syllabus
“What is SAT Prep?”
SAT Prep will be a teacher guided, self-paced, and student centered
classroom. The goal is to find where we stand on the SAT and
grow from there. What you get from the SAT Prep is directly
dependent upon the amount of work you choose to put into it.

Mathematical Standards measured in the
SAT Prep
Algebra
Advanced Math

Work Completion Policy:
Quadratics, Polynomials, Exponentials
Make-up Work:
Problem Solving and Data Anaylsis
 Student should check Schoology for any missing work.
Geometry and Trigonometry
 The assignments are due the next class, except in the case
of consecutive absences.
 However, previously assigned work with stated due dates are due immediately upon the students return.
Homework/Project Policy
 Doing homework regularly and on-time is integral to our success in the classroom!
 Homework will be assigned nightly, there will be a reflection to do along with the homework.
 You may be requested to present the work in the class.
 Whether or not the homework is collected is at my discretion.
 Homework will be assessed according to your work and discussion.

Late Work:


Late work and excuses are unacceptable. Take pride in your work. Late assignments will only be worth 50%
credit, and only available for submission for a short limited time.

Class Routine:
 Mathematical Discourse: We will focus on different talk moves and learn how to discuss mathematics in a positive
and safe environment. We will learn how to learn from our peers through patterns and processes. This will
strengthen our Mathematical comprehension and communication skills.
 Independent Practice: You will be working alone. Your task will be to completely focus on the areas you are
weak. You will learn about your weakness in a reflective and self-paced process.
 Workshop: I will be grouping you based on the skills and topics you need to work on. This will involve working
with others to strengthen your Mathematical knowledge through practice and presentation.

Classroom Expectations: (Student Generated)









Stay on task
Come into class quietly
One mic, one voice
Be on time
Come prepared
Do your own work
Be respectful
Be involved
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Turn off phones
Raise your hand to answer

Materials:
 Khan Academy
 Youtube
 Laptop for individual work
 Composition notebook/Electronic Journal (We will decide as a class)
 Graphic Calculator
Grading Policy:
A:
B:
C:
D:
F:

93 – 100
85 – 92
78 – 84
70 – 77
69 and below

Howework/Classwork: 10%/10%
Reflections: 20%
Tests: 30%
Quizzes: 10%
Final Exam: 20%

Contact Information:
Email: charles.welsh@echs.k12.de.us
Remind: Section 1: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @4b769dg
Section 2: Enter this number 81010, Text this message @88f22d
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English Courses
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English 9 Syllabus
Mrs. Savage
dara.savage@echs.k12.de.us
English is a very important course of any high school career. Throughout this course, students will study
English/Language Arts as specified by the Common Core Standards in the areas of expressive writing, informative
writing, persuasive writing, oral communication, vocabulary, comprehension of oral and written texts, analysis and
evaluation of information, extension of meaning, and making connections between various pieces of literature. Students
will also learn technology that will be used throughout their matriculation here at ECHS.
Learners will read, write, research, respond, extend, reflect and apply information and strategies using various
discourses while monitoring their progress toward exceeding the standard.
Expectations:
Expectations are simple - Be where you are supposed to be when you are supposed to be there, and do what you are asked
to do. There is a routine that will be followed in the classroom, and adherence to it is necessary.




Enter classroom before class begins
Take care of any absentee notes before class
Get any make up work before class. (THIS IS NOT MY RESPONSIBILITY)
All assignments are available through Schoology. If you are absent, it is your responsibility to make up any
assignments you missed within the allotted time. Previously assigned work with stated due dates are due
immediately upon the students return.





Effective listening and talking cannot occur simultaneously. If I am talking, you cannot.
Hallway access during class time will be kept to a minimum.
Assignments must be turned in during the class period for which they are due. This is
considered “on time.” Assignments that are late unexcused will not be accepted.




Respect is a requirement from everyone.
Students are expected to follow the guidelines set forth in the ECHS Handbook and code of conduct. Failure
to do so will result in the following consequences:
o First offense – recorded verbal warning with a contact home
o Second offense – lunch detention with a contact home
o Third offense - referral

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
Any work that you submit must be your own. Even within the confines of group work, you must turn in your own work.
Any ideas, data or words that you borrow from another source must be properly documented using MLA style. Failure to
do so will be considered plagiarism, the assignment will earn a zero, and the consequences set forth in the ECHS
Handbook and code of conduct will be followed.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
ECHS is a Project-Based Learning school. Students learn the required content through real-world projects when they
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apply the information in engaging ways. There are individual and group assignments, and students are held accountable to
their peers. Technology is used heavily, so students will need to come to school with computers fully charged each day.
GRADING
Grades are calculated by total points. The ECHS grading scale is located in the Handbook.
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
Phones should not be seen or heard as per the ECHS Handbook.
Project

Content/Standards

Time

What the HECK is PBL?

Students learning the Project-Based Learning (PBL) process which will be
used in all ECHS classes.

1 week

Fix My Life

“A Raisin in the Sun”
As a life coach, assess the challenges facing a character in the play A Raisin
in the Sun and create a coaching product to guide him/her toward a more
fulfilling life (defining success for the character based on text).
CCSS RL9-10.1 - citing specific examples
CCSS RL9-10.2 - theme development
CCSS RL9-10.3 - character analysis
CCSS SL9-10.1A – using examples from the text in discussion

3 weeks

Interim Report
Striver’s Row

Students will create a mini textbook about the Harlem Renaissance.
CCSS RL9-10.2 – theme and central idea development
CCSS RL9-10.3 – character development
CCSS SL9-10.1C – posing and responding to questions
CCSS W9-10.6 – publishing writing content

3 weeks

Show and Prove

Mid-term Portfolio Assessment Presentation

1 week

Report Card Quarter #1
Genius Hour

Students will choose a research topic and then complete a multi-genre/multi
discourse research product.
CCSS W.9-10.2 - informative/explanatory writing
CCSS W.9-10.3 - narrative writing
CCSS W.9-10.7 – research
CCSS SL9-10.2 – integrating and evaluating multi-media sources

3 weeks

Interim Report
This is NPR@ECHS

Students will analyze informational texts to create a podcast segment for
NPR@ECHS
CCSS RI9-10.4 – determining meaning of words and phrases
CCSS RL9-10.5 – author’s purpose
CCSS RL9-10.6 – point of view and rhetoric
CCSS SL9-10.4 – presenting with an organized line of reasoning

3 weeks

Shake it Up, Shakespeare

Students will read, analyze and interpret one of Shakespeare’s canonical
selections
CCSS SL9-10.5 – analyzing author’s choice and the effects on the story
CCSS SL9-10.7 – various representations of a similar theme
CCSS RL9-10.9 – influence of authors

2 weeks

Final Exam
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ECHS 10TH GRADE ENGLISH
Positive attitude, Respect, Integrity, Determination, Excellence
Ms. deCastro – lue-ann.decastro@echs.k12.de.us
Texts
Selections from anthology, Collections. Houghton Mifflin, 2015.
Novel (Sustained Silent Reading – SSR) and independent reading to be assigned and handouts.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
10TH Grade English is a one-credit (18 weeks) course that will require students to be critical and analytical thinkers in
preparation for college classes. Students will acquire skills to meet the increased rigor of Common Core standards through
reading complex texts such as informational and literary nonfiction and instruction will incorporate STEM in Project
Based Learning activities. Students will practice writing tasks using research sources to analyze and synthesize
information. Much time will be devoted to discussion, reading, writing and editing, presentations and projects.
Vocabulary building will also be addressed in this course. All work should be original and proper MLA formatting must
be followed (per DSU college standards) when citing sources.
COURSE OBJECTIVES

Students at Early College High School at Delaware State University, using the strategies of effective readers,
writers, listeners, viewers, and speakers, will be able to:








Demonstrate independence
Build strong content knowledge by annotating text
Respond to varying demands of Subject, Occasion, Audience, and Purpose
Comprehend as well as critique
Evaluate evidence
Use technology and digital media as learning tools
Understand perspectives and cultures other than their own

GRADING POLICY

Assignments are weighed: Classwork 30%; Homework 20%; Project 30%; Test 20% Students will keep
track of grades in Schoology. In Schoology, when an assignment is pass the deadline, a zero will
automatically be applied. Please do not attempt to print the assignment if the assignment is to be submitted via
Schoology. Any exceptions will be handled on a case-by-case basis. Extra credit does not exist: however,
extenuating circumstances will be taken into consideration (on a case by case basis).
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

All work that you submit must be your own. Even within the confines of group work, YOU MUST
DEMONSTRATE YOUR OWN WORK. Any ideas, data or words that you borrow from another source must
be properly documented using MLA style (go to OwlPurdue.com for assistance). Failure to produce original
work will be considered plagiarism, the assignment will earn a zero, and the consequences set forth in the
ECHS handbook and code of conduct will be followed.
STUDENT EXPECTATIONS
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Be ON TIME, PREPARED (charged laptop, paper, pen), POLITE (please and thank you, and tone),
PRODUCTIVE (work hard and complete assignments);
Enter class quietly and begin Warm up assignment; type and print assignments (college level expectation);
Submit work on time; be attentive; copy HW; check Schoology DAILY; be the best you can be and live up to
your potential.
SSR (Sustained Silent Reading) – Each student will be required to have a novel of 900 lexile level and above, to
read during SSR. Novel choices will need my approval. A novel can be supplied if the student has a challenge
owning the novel.

CLASS RULES/POLICY
Students will be expected to keep a 3 ring 1 ½ loose leaf binder ONLY for English, 2 ½ loose AND dividers for: class
notes, handouts, writing assignments and graded work. Each of these should be in a separate section. Good attendance is
expected. Makeup work for excused absences will follow the procedure in the school agenda. Unexcused absences
will also be followed as is stated in the agenda. When absent the student will be expected to:
1.
Connect with classmates
2.
Check Schoology website
NOTE: I do not print assignments for students. If an assignment is to be printed, students should have the ability to print
from school, the library, home, or use another resource. COMPUTERS MUST BE CHARGED BEFORE COMING
TO CLASS.
SUPPLIES
3 ring 1 ½ in. loose leaf binder (1 ½) with dividers; college rule paper; jump/flash drive; pens (black or blue) and pencil;
note cards; highlighter.

NOTEBOOK SECTIONS: Classwork (most recent to least recent), Handouts; Graded Work; Misc.; Syllabus
in the front of the binder.
TEACHER CONTACT
Please write me a note or send an email if there are any questions or concerns. Emails will be answered during the school
day or in 24 hours.
Please read this syllabus carefully, and have your parents read this also. Many future complications (the “I-didn’tknow”) would be eliminated if you read and understand these class expectations.
Student signature _______________________________________Date_______Class______
Parent signature ___________________________________________________
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ENGLISH 10 PACING GUIDE
Project
Is Success in the Eye of
the Beholder?

My View or Thee View

Content/Standards
Students will identify their individual learning style and be able to connect
success to individual learning styles; introduction to class expectations; Pretest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEXQkrllGbA
Writing: The College Level Summary
Critics are required to review films, documents, videos, commercials, etc.
You will become a critic and learn how to effectively summarize different
types of texts.
Product: A “How To” for ELA Handbook
CCSS WHST9-10.1 - citing specific examples
CCSS WHST9-10.6 – author’s pov or purpose
CCSS WHST9-10.10 – writing routinely over extended time frames, range
of discipline-specific tasks, purposes and audiences
CCSS WHST-10.4 – Produce clear an coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience
CCSS WHST 10.5 – Strength writing as needed by planning, revising,
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing

Time
1 week

3 weeks

what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience.
To Read or Not to Read…

Show and Prove
Your Word is Your Bond

TED Talk @ECHS

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little
Star
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Interim Report
Students will become proficient readers by understanding and using
author’s craft, analyzing text and creating original works
CCSS RL9-10.2 – theme and central idea development
CCSS RL9-10.3 – character development
CCSS SL9-10.1C – posing and responding to questions
CCSS W9-10.6 – publishing writing content
Mid-term Assessment Presentation
Report Card Quarter #1
Students will choose a research topic and then complete a multi-genre/multi
discourse research product.
CCSS W.9-10.2 - informative/explanatory writing
CCSS W.9-10.3 - narrative writing
CCSS W.9-10.7 – research
CCSS SL9-10.2 – integrating and evaluating multi-media sources
Interim Report
Students will examine and critique fictional texts to create a TED Talk
symposium
CCSS RI9-10.4 – determining meaning of words and phrases
CCSS RL9-10.5 – author’s purpose
CCSS RL9-10.6 – point of view and rhetoric
CCSS SL9-10.4 – presenting with an organized line of reasoning
Students will read, analyze and interpret, and write original poetry
CCSS SL9-10.5 – analyzing author’s choice and the effects on the story
CCSS SL9-10.7 – various representations of a similar theme
CCSS RL9-10.9 – influence of authors
Final Exam

3 weeks

1 week
3 weeks

3 weeks

2 weeks

ECHS 11TH GRADE ENGLISH (the bridge to English 101)
Positive attitude, Respect, Integrity, Determination, Excellence
Ms. deCastro (lue-ann.decastro@echs.k12.de.us)
Texts
Selections from anthology, Patterns 10th edition. Bedford, St. Martin 2007.
Independent reading and Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) will be assigned.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
11TH Grade English is a one-credit course that will require students to be critical and analytical thinkers in preparation for
DSU’s English 101. Students will acquire skills to meet the increased rigor of Common Core standards through reading
complex texts such as informational and literary nonfiction and instruction will incorporate STEM in Project Based
Learning activities. Students will practice writing tasks using research sources to analyze and synthesize information.
Much time will be devoted to discussion, reading, writing and editing, presentations and projects. Vocabulary building
will also be addressed in this course. A strong emphasis will be placed on collaboration. All work should be original
and proper MLA formatting must be followed (per DSU college standards) when citing sources.
COURSE OBJECTIVES
This course will adopt the objectives of English 101 in the following areas (per DSU’s 101 syllabus):

Reading: (GE-R, GE-GL, GE-MC)
 Develop an expanded vocabulary by applying word recognition strategies;
 Be able to self-monitor their comprehension while reading;
 Demonstrate an overall understanding of texts;
 Critically analyze and evaluate information from various cultural and global texts;
 Construct meaning from various cultural and global texts;
Writing: (GE-WR)
 Write for various purposes and audiences;
 Practice the process approach to writing – prewriting, writing, and rewriting strategies;
 Use effectively the various modes of writing;
 Understand that writing, along with the other literacy processes, is a way of learning;
 Strengthen reading, listening, and critical thinking skills as they relate to writing;
 Develop proficiency in all areas of grammar and mechanics in the context of writing and the other
literacy processes;
 Use word-processing for writing, revising, and editing;
 Improve library skills used in conducting research;
Speaking: (GE-OCD)
 Participate actively in group conversations about various topics;
 Respond effectively to questions posed by instructor and peers;
 Frame and ask questions that reflect an understanding of texts;
Listening: (GE-L)
 Recognize the difference between active and passive listening;
 Demonstrate effective critical listening strategies;
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Thinking: (GE-CT)
 Employ creative thinking, reasoning, and problem-solving abilities in writing and speaking;
 Recognize the value of synthesizing, paraphrasing, and summarizing to understanding texts;
 Use strategies to organize thinking, such as mind-mapping, outlining, and other graphic representations.
GRADING POLICY

Assignments are graded on a percentage basis: 30% Classwork; 30% Project; 20% Test & Quizzes; 20%
Homework. Students will check Home Access and Schoology to keep track of their own grade and will consult
with me if there are any discrepancies. Unless teacher initiated, extra credit assignments do not exist. Late
work is NOT ACCEPTED.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

Any work that you submit MUST be your own. Even within the confines of group work, you must turn in your
own work. Any ideas, data or words that you borrow from another source must be properly documented using
MLA style. Failure to do so will be considered plagiarism, the assignment will earn a zero, and the
consequences set forth in the ECHS handbook and code of conduct will be followed. Student will try his/her
best to achieve a grade that reflects his/her effort.
STUDENT EXPECTATIONS:
Positive Attitude, Respect, Integrity, Determination, Excellence (P.R.I.D.E.)
Be prompt, prepared, polite, productive; enter class quietly and begin the Warm Up assignment; submit typed work
whenever possible (college level expectation); submit work on time; be attentive; copy HW; obtain a written pass to leave
the classroom; CELL PHONES AND EAR BUDS ARE NOT TO BE VISIBLE; be the best student you can be and live
up to your potential.
CLASS RULES/POLICY
Students will be expected to keep a SEPARATE, loose leaf 3 ring binder for class notes, handouts, worksheets,
vocabulary, and writing assignments. Each of these should be in a separate section labeled with a tab. A notebook
check will be made. Good attendance is expected. Makeup work for excused absences will follow the procedure in
ECHS policy (the number of days absent will be the number of days the student has to make up the assignments).
Unexcused absences will also be followed as is stated in ECHS policy. Please monitor your time and/or create a
calendar to assist you in turning in work on time. Students will be responsible for assignments missed by doing the
following:
3.
Connecting with classmates (not just one!)
4.
Checking website
5.
Schedule meeting during Advisory
SUPPLIES
Loose leaf 3 ring binder (1 ½) with dividers; college rule paper; jump drive; pen and pencil; note cards; journal (a separate
spiral or hard cover composition book); highlighter.
TEACHER CONTACT
Please write me a note if there are any questions or concerns. It is quicker to respond to notes than phone or email since
things can become numerous and unpredictable during the hectic school day. If you need to speak directly to me, please
include a phone number where you can be reached. Please make sure all emails are updated in HomeAccess.
If you think you need extra help please see me, or write me a note, to arrange after school tutoring. I will be happy to
work with you.
Please read this syllabus carefully, and have your parents read this also. Many future complications would be
eliminated if you read and understand these class expectations.
Student signature _______________________________________Date_______Class______
Parent signature ___________________________________________________
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Science Courses
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Biology: Syllabus
Students in the 10th grade Biology course will examine principles and applications of biology- the study of life. There are
five overarching topics covered in this semester class: Introducing Biology,
Cells, Genetics, Evolution and Ecology.
Student will be able to answer the following 5 questions at the completion of
this course, as prescribed by the Next Generation Science Standards and the
Delaware Department of Education:
1. How do organisms live and grow?
2. How and why do organisms interact with their environment, and
what are the effects of these interacts?
3. How are characteristics of one generation passed to the next?
4. How can individuals of the same species and even siblings have
different characteristics?
5. What evidence shows that different species are related?

Next Generation Science Standards
 Structure and Function
 Inheritance and Variation
of Traits
 Matter and Energy in
Organisms and Ecosystems
 Interdependent
Relationships in Ecosystems
 Natural Selection and
Evolution

Class Expectations:
1. Be Present & Prepared (Be On Time, Have Your Materials, Stay Positive!)
2. Follow all Safety Rules
3. Follow all ECHS policies and regulations
4. Show respect towards others and your surroundings
Failure to comply will result in teacher detention, referral, or other disciplinary action.

Contact Information:
Email: katie.mancuso@echs.k12.de.us
Remind: Website: www.remind.com/join/7g9ddh
Or
Text: Enter this number: 81010
Text this message: @7g9ddh
Homework/Assignments:
Email Ms. Mancuso if you have questions on your work, please do not wait until the next day.
Make-up Work:
 It is your responsibility to check for missed assignments.
 If you have questions, ask the teacher or a classmate.
 You are expected to makeup missing work within 2 days. However, previously assigned work with stated due
dates are due immediately upon the student’s return.
Late Work:
Late work will be accepted for reduced credit only and only until the end of the current unit.
Assessment:
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Students will be assessed through the use of tests, quizzes, written assignments, class and laboratory activities,
projects, and class participation. All instruments for evaluation are keyed to the course and unit standards. A percentage
score will be determined using the following:
(Earned points ÷ Available points) x 100 = Grade

ECHS Grading Scale: A: 93-100% B: 85-92% C: 77-84% D: 70-76% F: 0-69%
Course Sequence:
Unit 1: Intro to Biology
Chapter 1: Biology in the 21st Century:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Safety in the Science Classroom
Scientific Method & Experimental Design
Characteristics of Life
Unifying Themes of Biology

Chapter 2: Chemistry of Life
1. Atoms, Ions, Molecules
2. Properties of Water
3. Carbon Based Molecules- Carbohydrates,
Lipids, Proteins, Nucleic Acids
4. Chemical Reactions
5. Enzymes

Unit 2: Cells
Chapter 3: Cell Structure & Function
1. Cell Theory
2. Cell Organelles
3. Cellular Transport

Chapter 4: Cells and Energy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chemical Energy & ATP
Photosynthesis
Cellular Respiration
Fermentation

Chapter 5: Cell Growth & Division
1. Cell Cycle
2. Mitosis
3. Meiosis

Unit 3: Genetics
Chapter 6: Meiosis & Mendel
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mendel & Heredity
Traits, Genes, Alleles
Traits & Probability
Meiosis & Genetic Variation

Chapter 7: Extending Mendelian Genetics
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chromosomes & Phenotype
Complex Patterns of Inheritance
Gene Linkage & Mapping
Human Genetics & Pedigree

Chapter 8: DNA to Proteins
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Structure of DNA
DNA Replication
Transcription
Translation
Gene Expression & Regulation
Mutations

Chapter 9: Frontiers of Biotechnology
1. Manipulating DNA
2. Genomics & Bioinformatics

Unit 4: Evolution
Chapter 10: Principles of Evolution
1. Darwin’s Observations
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2. Theory of Natural Selection

3. Evidence of Evolution

Chapter 11: The Evolution of Populations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Genetic Variation Within Populations
Natural Selection in Populations
Other Mechanisms of Evolution
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
Speciation Through Isolation
Patterns in Evolution

Chapter 12: The History of Life
Unit 5: Ecology
Chapter 13: Principles of Ecology:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Biotic and Abiotic Factors
Energy in Ecosystems
Food Chains and Food Webs
Cycling of Matter
Pyramid Models

Chapter 14: Interactions in Ecosystems
1. Habit and Niche
2. Community Interactions

Chapter 15: The Biosphere
1. Life in the Earth System
2. Climate
3. Biomes

Chapter 16: Human Impact on Ecosystems
1. Human Impacts
2. Conservation
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Fossil Record
Geologic Time Scale
Origin of Life
Early Single-Celled Organisms
Radiation of Multicellular Life

Elective Courses
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Driver Education Course Syllabus
The purpose of driver education and traffic safety is
to provide students with knowledge, attitudes and
competencies needed to become safe, responsible
members of the highway transportation system. To
achieve this purpose, the driver education program is
based on an analysis of mental, physical and social
skills a student must perform when operating a motor
vehicle on the highway.

This program should increase one’s
driving skills as well as decrease
traffic violations, accidents, and
deaths among youthful drivers in
Delaware.

Course Objectives:
1. To develop the knowledge, habits, skills, attitudes and appreciations necessary for the safe
use of our streets and highways.
2. To effect a reduction in motor vehicle accidents, especially accidents involving the
teenager.
3. To establish firmly in the minds of our youth sound principles that are fundamental.
4. To develop a respect for and an understanding of, state and local traffic laws, rules and
regulations.
5. To acquaint our students with the natural laws, functions and maintenance of a motor
vehicle.
6. To provide each student with practical driving experience through behind- the –wheel road
instructions.
7. To develop safe, efficient young drivers and good citizens.
Driver education is a two-phase program here at ECHS, consisting of:
30 hours Classroom AND 7 hours of Roadwork & 7 hours of observation
Students are enrolled in driver education only in the tenth grade or if they are a transfer student
and have not had driver education readily available to them. All students in the tenth grade get
this program though the state of Delaware for free. If a student fails driver education, he/she
CANNOT repeat the course during the regular school day. To RETAKE this course you must
enroll in either night school or summer school programs. The fee now for driver ed. in these
programs can range from $490.00-$525.00. So, pass it the first time!
This is a two phase program. YOU MUST pass the classroom phase and remain
academically eligible to continue onto the roadwork phase.
Classroom Phase Requirements
GRADES DETERMINATION:
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Grades are done by a point system and you can earn points from the following area:
 Quizzes & Projects
 Classwork & Homework
 Notebook checks
 Final Note Book Grade
 Final Exam— Must pass with a 70%
Work Completion Policy:
Make-up Work:
 Upon returning from an absence, the student needs to pick up any missed assignments
from the teacher.
 The assignments are due the next class, except in the case of consecutive absences.
 However, previously assigned work with stated due dates are due immediately upon the
students return.
Homework/Assignments:
 Email me if you have questions on your work, do not wait until the next day.
Late Work:
 Late work and excuses are unacceptable. Take pride in your work. Late assignments will
only be worth 50% credit, and only available for submission for a short limited time.
Contact Information:
Email: karen.dickens@echs.k12.e.us
GRADING SCALE
This course requires you to have a 70% in the classroom and on the Final Exam. Driver
Education is a PASS or FAIL course and the student will receive a final grade when the
classroom and roadwork portion are completed.
P- Pass
F- Failed the course
ATTENDANCE is mandatory for this course due to the state requirement of time but if a
student misses the period they need to bring in a note from home explaining the absence. If
absent is excused, then you have one day to turn in missing work. Emailing the teacher is also
recommended.
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CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS:
 Students are expected to give full attention to the teacher.
 Students are expected to treat everyone in the room with respect, and to respect the
opinions of others.
 Students are expected to remain on task for the entire period.
 Students WILL NOT be permitted to interfere with the learning of others.
 Students are expected to keep an open line of communication with the driver ed. teacher
and classroom teachers to ensure smooth transition from classroom phase to the roadwork
phase. Failure to do this could mean a delay in roadwork.
Roadwork Phase
It is important to remember that receiving a driver’s license is a PRIVILEGE and NOT a right!
The Roadwork Phase will occur when the student has successfully passed the classroom phase
and is academically eligible to do roadwork (state requirement HB138). This means that the
student must be passing 5 credits with 2 in their core subjects (ex. English, Math, Science or
Social Studies). If they do not meet this requirement, their roadwork/certificate will be held for
one marking period and academic eligibility will be reassessed. If the academic eligibility is still
not within the requirements (5 passing; 2 in core), their certificate is null and void, which means
that they have failed driver education.
Students are scheduled by their birthday, oldest to youngest. The 10th graders will start roadwork
in the second semester.
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DRIVER EDUCATION PACING GUIDE
WEEK 1
To get an understanding of the course requirements our state, and classroom policies and
procedures.
Unit 1- Topics covered in this unit will consist of the following—Roadway Signs, Signals &
Pavement Marking
WEEK 2
Sign Project will be due____________________________________________________
Finishing up Unit 1 Signals & Pavement Markings then moving onto controlling the vehicle
WEEK 3
Unit 2- topics covered in this unit will consist of the following- Intersection Awareness; Staying
Centered in your Lane; Turn Signal Laws; Guidelines to Turning; Analyzing Left and Right
Turns
WEEK 4
Continuing Unit 2 with the topics of Yielding; Right-of-way laws; Unique Users of the Road;
Trains; Turnabouts and the Symbols of the Dashboard; Dashboard Project assigned and will be
due the following week
WEEK 5
Unit 3- Topics covered in this unit will consist of the following- Licensing for teens (GDL);
Delaware licensing; dealing with motorcycles; Collisions; Suspension & Revocation; Delaware
point system; Insurance;
WEEK 6
Unit 4 Topics covered in this unit will consist of the following- HTS; Smith System; IPDE
system; Distractions to the driver; Emotional state of the driver; DE Laws of School Bus;
Speeding; Parking Distances & Types; Sharing the Roadway with Pedestrian and Bicyclist
WEEK 7
Unit 5 Topics covered in this unit will consist of the following- Safety Belts; Passing; Night
Driving; Merging on & Off the Highway; Bad weather driving; Car Maintenance; Special
Situations (emergencies that could occur); PSA Project handed out
WEEK 8
Unit 6 Topics covered in this unit will consist of the following- Drugs & Alcohol; Final Exam;
Final Notebook Check; DOE post test
QUIZZES: will be randomly given after key topics that will be covered to check for
understanding of the topic.
PROJECTS: Will be handed out after we covered the topic and students will be given a due
date when project is handed out.
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RETURN TO TEACHER
STUDENT NAME:
____________________________________________________________________
CONTACT INFORMATION: (Please Print)
Parent/Guardian 1 Information
Name: ______________________________________________________________________
HOME
PHONE:_______________________________CELL:_________________________________
ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________________
EMAIL:______________________________________________________________________
Preferred method of contact: (1st choice; 2nd choice; 3rd choice)
__________Home Phone; _________Cell; _________Email
Parent/Guardian 2 Information (If same as above please just fill out name)
Name: ______________________________________________________________________
HOME
PHONE:_______________________________CELL:_________________________________
ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________________
EMAIL: _____________________________________________________________________
Preferred method of contact: (1st choice; 2nd choice; 3rd choice)
__________Home Phone; _________Cell; _________Email

COURSE SYLLABUS SIGN-OFF
Yes, I have read the following syllabus for Mrs. Dickens’ driver education course at ECHS and I
understand all of the requirements that are expected of my child in this two phased course.
PARENT SIGNATURE &
DATE____________________________________________________________
As a student in this course I understand my responsibilities during this course.
STUDENT SIGNATURES &
DATE__________________________________________________________
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IMORTANT ASSIGNMENTS IN DRIVER EDUCATION COURSE
1. Sign ProjectInstructions will be given by teacher.
300 points
PROJECT WAS ASSIGNED ON:_______________________________
DUE DATE:_________________________________________________
2. Dashboard Project
* Instructions will be given by teacher.
*Must draw a dashboard of a car at home –preferably the one you’ll be driving.
*You also must label it by the things that you learned about in the classroom.
140 Points Total
PROJECT WAS ASSIGNED ON:______________________________
DUE DATE:________________________________________________
3. PSA for teen driving issues in today’s world
Instructions will be given by teacher.
100 POINTS
4. Notebooks- MUST be organizing it by putting everything in the right section of their
notebook. There will be notebook checks 2-3 worth 100 points each. Checks are looking
for organized to table of contents.
5. Study Guide Questions- Answer questions that are on your study guide by using your
notes or DMV manual which is online.
6. FINAL EXAM
DATE______________________________________________________
HIGHLY SUGGESTED ONCE THEY HAVE A LICENSE
SMARTDRIVE —
It is a free online defensive driving program offered to all high school students for free.
It will give your 10% off of your liability insurance and credit you 3 points.
It also serves as a scholarship program.
www.smartdrivede.org
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Advisory
Course Overview:

Mrs. Sara Gildon
sara.gildon@echs.k12.de.us
(302)678-ECHS (3247)
Room 1
*Best mode of contact is e-mail.

This course is designed to meet the four goals of mind identified
by College Board that are necessary for students to be successful
in and out of the classroom. The purpose is as follows:
1. To help Advisees reflect upon and monitor their academic progress through a formal conferencing
structure.
2. To develop and maintain relationships between and among advisees and their advisor.
3. To help advisees identify and develop necessary attitudes, behaviors, and skills to succeed in school,
college and life.
4. To provide advisees with the resources and information necessary to make thoughtful decisions about the
future.
Students will take part in various sessions/lessons throughout the year that researched-based and developed. They
will also be reading “7 Habits of an Effective Teenager” by Sean Covey with sessions/lesson to accompany it.
Students will also be completing Career Cruising, College related research and their College Major Declaration
Project (formal paper and presentation). Students will have a mandatory presentation of their College Major
Declaration Project at the end of the school year. Advisory is a credit bearing class that is included in their
graduation requirements.

Work Completion Policy:
Make-up Work:
 Upon returning from an absence, the student needs to pick up any missed assignments from the absent
student folder.
 The assignments are due the next class, except in the case of consecutive absences.
 Students are expected to check the on-line portal while absent.
 However, previously assigned work with stated due dates are due immediately upon the students return.
Homework/Assignments:
 Expect to have homework every class.
 Email me if you have questions on your work, do not wait until the next day.
Writing Assignments:
 Are to be typed using Times New Roman, 12pt. font, 1” margins, double-spaced and in black ink.
Late Work:
 Late work and excuses are unacceptable. Take pride in your work. If it is not turned in by the deadline,
which includes a date and time stamp, the grade will be a zero.
Extra Credit:
 Extra Credit does not exist.

Grading:
Class Participation/Assignments (25%)
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Career Cruising (25%)
Progress Review/Planning (25%)
College Major Declaration Project (25%)

Materials Needed:
Writing Utensil
Ear Buds/Headphones

Technology Component:
Students will be actively completing assignments in and out of Schoology. They will also be
using the Career Cruising Portal. Students will also be completing research on Careers, Colleges
and Majors.

Remind 101 Sign Up:
Remind 101 is a system of communication where important information and reminds are forwarded via text
message. Parents and students should sign up. It increases communication in reference to a specific class and
assignments.

81010

@echsadvisg

To
Message

Disclaimer: No one is permitted to use scented lotions, colognes or perfumes while in this
classroom. If a student already has them on this is fine, they cannot reapply them in the
classroom.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Return this portion to Mrs. Gildon
I have read and understand the Advisory Syllabus. I have no questions and understand the
requirements of the course.
_________________________________________
__________________________________________
Student Signature
Parent/Guardian Signature
_________________________________________
__________________________________________
Printed Student Name
Printed Parent/Guardian Name
_________________________
Date

____________________________
Date

Parent/Guardian E-mail that is checked most frequently (print please)
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Date
8/28/2017
8/29/2017
8/30/2017
8/31/2017
9/1/2017
9/5/2017
9/6/2017
9/7/2017
9/8/2017
9/12/2017
9/13/2017
9/19/2017
9/26/2017
9/27/2017
10/3/2017
10/4/2017
10/10/2017
10/11/2017
10/17/2017
10/18/2017
10/24/2017
10/25/2017
10/31/2017
11/1/2017
11/7/2017
11/8/2017
11/14/2017
11/15/2017
11/21/2017
11/22/2017
11/28/2017
11/29/2017
12/5/2017
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2017-2018 9th Grade Advisory Pacing Chart
Review Advisory Schedule
Activity Selection
Elect your Class Rep PT 1/ Advisory Intro to PT 1
Advisory Intro PT 2
Elect your Class Rep PT 2/ Teamwork Makes the Dream work
1st Week Reflections/Socratic Seminar
Group Norms and Expectations
Emergency Response Training
Graduation Roadmap
Indentifying and Creating Smart Goals
Student Personalized Growth Plan Development
Time/Task Management
Intro to Habits of Mind
Intro to Academic Counseling
IPR & CRR - Academic Progress Review
Know Your School
CR Celebration/ Review Student Growth Plan
Homecoming - Door Decorating
Homecoming - Door Decorating
School Technology Resource Video/Discussion
Career Cruising
iSafe: Appropriate Online Behavior Thinking Through Consequences
RC & CRR: Academic Progress Review
Is it Plagiarism?
1st MP Honor Roll Celebration
Career Cruising
Letters to the Future PT 1
Letters to the Future PT 2
Habit 2
Habit 3
IPR & CRR - Academic Progress Review
Personality Quiz/ Time Capsule
CR Celebration/ Review Student Growth Plan
Supporting Others Video/Discussion

12/6/2017
12/12/2017
12/13/2017
1/9/2018
1/10/2018
1/16/2018
1/17/2018
1/23/2017
1/24/2017
1/30/2017
1/31/2017
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Different Types of Relationships
Holiday Door Decorating
Holiday Door Decorating
PBS Booster Session
2nd MP Celebration
Personalized Growth Plan - Spring Semester
iSafe: Web 2.0 World
School Climate Survey Administration
Study Skills
Healthy Relationships Presentation
Career Cruising

11th Advisory
Capstone Program Description
The Early College High School @ DSU Capstone Project is the culminating experience of the
junior and senior years. It provides students with the opportunity to demonstrate their learning in
multiple subject areas. The work requires that students apply the design process as they conduct
extensive scientific research and/or problem solving in an authentic setting.
The mentor, student, and Capstone teacher (Advisory Teacher) will collaborate to identify a
research topic directly related to the work and goals of the partnering organization. Students will
conduct research and problem solving that will be communicated via a formal scientific poster
presentation at the end of the semester. The audience for the presentation will include peers,
teachers, district administrators, and outside partners from the academic and business
community.
During the course of the Capstone Project, students will sharpen and demonstrate refinement of
the following 21st Century Skills:





creativity and innovation
critical thinking, problem solving, and communication
information, media and technological literacy
personal management, productivity, accountability, leadership and responsibility

Students will earn a credit upon successful completion of the Capstone Project. Students may
select one of the following types of Capstone Project, depending on the needs of the partnering
organization:
Science Inquiry Capstone Project
Consistent with Delaware’s Science Standards, students will deepen and demonstrate their
knowledge and understanding in science concepts as they:







identify questions and concepts that guide scientific investigation
design and conduct scientific investigations
use technology and mathematics to improve investigations and communications
formulate and revise explanations and models using logic and evidence (critical thinking)
recognize and analyze explanations and models
communicate and support a scientific argument

Problem Solving Capstone Project
Consistent with Delaware’s Science Standards, students will deepen and demonstrate their
knowledge and understanding of designing technological/engineering solutions using science
concepts as they:
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demonstrate and understanding of the relationship among people, technology, engineering
and the environment
identify a problem or need, consider design criteria and constraints
integrate multiple disciplines when problem solving
synthesize technological and engineering knowledge and design in problems solving




apply research, development, experimentation and redesign based on feedback to problem
solving
build, test evaluate, and present a model or prototype that solves a problem or a need

Capstone Project Requirements: Junior Year (2017-18)
Topic




will be selected collaboratively by the mentor, student, and Capstone teacher
will be based on the student’s prior knowledge, skills, and area of interest
will be submitted on the completed Topic Approval Form in January 2018.

Choose Mentor




external
knowledge in chosen field
March 2018

Proposal





will include academic and creative learning stretch, requiring that the student engage in
analysis, interpretation, and evaluation, going beyond classroom instruction, and emphasizing
depth of knowledge
will be outlined on the Capstone Proposal Form
will be approved by the mentor and Capstone teacher
will be submitted on the completed Capstone Proposal Form in mid-April 2018.

Capstone Project Requirements: Senior Year (2018-19)
Self-Management


will be demonstrated by weekly tracking of hours and journal entries which summarize
project progress, documentation of meetings with mentor, notes of problems encountered and
solutions

Project





Project Check in #2 due by September 2018
Project Check in #3 due by January 2019
Project Check in #4 due by April 2019

Presentation
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will be submitted electronically as a rough draft by __TBA___
will be submitted electronically for printing by __TBA___
will be rehearsed in class during the week of __TBA___
will occur formally during the week of __TBA___











12th Grade Advisory Capstone
Refining your Topic Question in Order to Focus Research
Debrief capstone presentations from Junior Year. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of your
topic proposal. How have the volunteer hours spent with your mentor over the summer changed
your perception of your topic?
Model broad topic questions versus specific topic questions. What are the benefits of having a
more specific topic question?
Refining and focusing topic question. How can you make your topic question more specific?
With a partner, review each other’s topic questions. Work together in order to revise your topic
question in order to make it more specific.
Share out revised topic questions.
Next steps: focus the aim of your research. What do you know about your topic question? What
do you need to know? You will discuss the progress of your research each week during the
individual meeting with your advisor.
Introduce first assignment deadline for Senior Year Capstone. Thesis Statement will be due
on….
Senior Year Capstone Assignments
Due Dates
Thesis Statement

9/22/2017

Outline

10/20/2017

Rough Draft

11/17/2017

Final Written Product

12/8/2017

Presentation Product Proposal

2/2/2018

Presentation Product Update #1

3/2/2018

Presentation Product Update #2

4/6/2018

Final Presentation Product

4/27/2018

Other ADVISORY Topics
Action Plans: (Due weekly on the day you meet one on one with your advisor)
Progress Monitoring Check with Professors: Due on 9/15/2017, 10/13/2017, 11/10/2017,
12/1/2017, 1/26/2018, 2/23/2018, 4/6/2018, 4/20/2018
Career Cruising: Need to complete 100% by 4/1/2018
Scholarships:
College Applications: 10/16/2017-10/20/2017
Senior Activities: Homecoming week (Spirit Week, Tailgate, Dance), Senior Prom, Senior Trip,
Graduation, Senior nights?
Stand by me courses:
Senior Costs:
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Health Education
Course description
During this semester, students will: comprehend concepts related to health promotion and disease
prevention; demonstrate the ability to access valid health information and health-promoting products and
services; demonstrate the ability to practice health-enhancing behaviors and reduce health-related risks;
analyze the influence of culture, media, technology, and other factors on health; demonstrate the ability to
use interpersonal communication skills to enhance health; and demonstrate the ability to advocate for
personal, family, and community health.
Specific Units of Study
Mental Health
 Development of the physical, mental, and spiritual well being
 Self Esteem
 Stress Management
 Coping Strategies
 Suicide Prevention
 Eating Disorders
Nutrition
 6 Essential Nutrients
 Importance of Hydration
 Healthy Food Choices
 Label Reading
 Physical Activity and Overall Fitness
Human Growth and Development
 Male and Female Reproductive Systems
 Abstinence
 Birth Control Methods
 Consequences and responsibilities of Sexual Activity
 Sexual Orientation
 Relationships
o Respect and Responsibility
o Dating Violence
o Sexual Assault
o Sexual Harassment
o Legal Issues
o Cyberbullying
Diseases
 Sexually Transmitted Infections (STI)
Drug Education
 Drug information on nicotine, alcohol, marijuana, and other drugs
 Prevention, intervention, treatment, recovery, support
 Social skills, problem solving, decision making
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I expect that:
 You are in class and prepared on time every day with all assignments completed to the best of your
ability.
 You are equipped with your notebook and writing utensil.
 You are a participant in the activities/discussion of class.
 You have all of your assignments completed on time.
 You will ask for extra help for clarification and reinforcement of class topics.
You can expect:
 A thorough health education course that includes lectures, activities, projects, guest speakers,
quizzes and tests.
 That what you are going to learn will have meaning in your everyday life.
 To be challenged to understand, think and problem solve and to be self- advocates.
 Help and encouragement from me as you do your job in class and at home.
Assessment:
Your grade will be based on the following:
 Participation in class
 Projects
 Group work
 Quiz & Unit test averages
 Classwork and homework
Missing/Make-Up Work
Students, who are absent, excused or unexcused, are expected to make up all work. The assignments are
due the next class, except in the case of consecutive absences.
Supply List
 3 ring binder – 1 inch
 Loose leaf paper
 Pencil/Pen
 Dividers

Dear Students,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I believe in you!
You are important!
I’m here to help you grow!
You are listened to!
I will hold you to high expectations!
You are capable!
We will have fun!
You will succeed!
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Response to Intervention: Syllabus
RTI (Response to Intervention) is a
comprehensive, multi‐tiered and standards‐
aligned
framework
that enables early
identification and intervention for students at
academic or behavioral risk. The goal of RTI is to
improve student achievement using research‐
based interventions matched to the instructional
need and level of the student.

Daily Schedule:
Warm-Up (15 min.)
Whole Group (30 min.)
Small Group Instruction
(30 min.)
Exit Ticket (10 minutes)
Clean-Up (5 minutes)

Daily Skill Instruction:
Study Skills
Social Skills
Self-Motivation
Math Skill Building
ELA Skill Building

During this semester, my goal for RTI is not only that students are successful in their current classes, but
that they also gain the life skills necessary to ensure their success in the future. Students participating in
RTI will engage in activities specifically focused on helping them develop/reinforce mathematical and
English language arts skills and strategies, develop good work and study habits, and ultimately take
responsibility for their own learning outcomes.

Contact Information:
Email: Cynthia.metts@echs.k12.de.us
Phone: (302)678-3247
Work Completion Policy:
Classwork:


Students are expected to participate in all classroom activities. Failure to do so will result in a
zero for the day.

Homework:
 There are no homework assignments for RTI.
Student Summary Checks (WEEKLY PARENT SIGN OFFS!):
 Every Monday each student will meet with a RTI teacher to review grades, missing work, clarify
any concepts, and make action steps for communicating with teachers.
 This is a communication log between the student, parents, classroom teachers, and the RTI
teachers.
 Parent signatures are required each week and are worth 10 points.
Student Summary Process (Completed by Students Every Monday):
 Step 1 - Login to Schoology
 Step 2 - Write down your grade and number of missing assignments for each class
 Step 3 - Write down the name of the missing assignments
 Step 4 - Write the action steps you must take to address the missing assignments
 Step 5 - Bring up your computer to review grades with Mrs. Metts
 Step 6 - Have parents sign-off and return the next day for a quiz grade
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PRIDE Expectations:
P

R
I










D
E





Come in on-time
Come to class prepared
Phones are off and out of site upon entering the room unless otherwise noted
One Mic
Be respectful
Respect the classroom (Pick up any trash)
Practice Honesty
Open your computer and begin the daily warm-up (Located either on Schoology or my
front desk)
Participate in the daily activity
Hang your backpack on the back of your chair or tucked under the desk
Be productive with your academic time

Procedure for Behavior Problems
- Verbal warning
- Chat with teacher / Parent contact
- Lunch detention
- Behavioral referral
I have read and clearly understand the expectations, polices, and procedures listed above.
Student signature: ___________________________________________________________
Parent signature: ____________________________________________________________
Teacher Signature: ___________________________________________________________
Date: _________________________
(A copy will be provided)
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